Who Are We?

Affiliate Leader Icebreaker
Creative Answers

- “We all know someone in the military”
- “None of us have been arrested”
- “We all play golf”
- “We all have/love to garden”
- “We all like sushi”
- “We all prefer dark chocolate to milk chocolate”
- “We all have pierced ears”
- “We all LOVE Ash Walker”
“Group” Answers

- “We all have siblings”
- “We all swim”*
- “This is our first time to Bub City”*
- “We all drink alcohol”
The Results

- Most groups came up with about 24/25 answers
- Second Place team: 36 commonalities
- Drumroll....
Winner!

54 Answers!

- Everyone is in Cardiac Rehab
- Everyone has been to Wisconsin
- Everyone has “made a bad decision”
- We all own a bike
- We all own domestic cars
- We have all travelled abroad
- We all water ski
- We all play/ed an instrument